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Globalization at a crossroads:  
2020 is revealing how fully
we are all networked globally –
and how fragile supply chains  
can be. Is this the end of globali-
zation? Or an evolutiontowards  
something new? Where are we  
headed? Thisedition deals with  
the nature of globalization, its
opportunities and its multi-
layered aspects.

IS THE WHEELOF GLOBALIZATION  
SPINNING BACKWARD,

OR IS IT GAINING MOMENTUM?
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Dr. Harry G.Broadman

An expert in global investment
and trade, antitrust, and corpo-
rate governance, Harry Broadman
has worked in more than 85
emerging markets for 37 years:
in private equity investment,
PwC, the White House, the
World Bank, the RAND Corpora-
tion, and Harvard University’s
faculty. He is a partner at Berke-
ley Research Group LLC, an ex-
pert witness international dis-
pute and business strategy firm,
and on the faculty at Johns Hop-
kins University. He was educated
at Brown University and has a
doctorate in economics from the
University of Michigan.

HARRY BROADMAN, IS GLOBALIZATION  
A MUCH OLDER PHENOMENON THAN  
WE THINK?
In part, that depends on how you define
“globalization.” It isn’t new from a his-
torical perspective. Global trade and in-
vestment in goods and services has
been around for more than two centu-
ries. And, it is constantly evolving. As a
result of the pandemic, but also due to
other forces – political, technological and
demographic – globalization will enter a
new phase. We might describe what is
now occurring as Globalization 4.0. It will
become more complex and more subtle
at the same time.

WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY THAT?
The global economy of the 21st century
is a change from earlier phases. It is more
complex because the supply chains for a
number of products are both tiered and
incredibly long. For even the simplest
products, some may start with a com-
ponent made in Brazil that is then trans-
formed in Thailand and shipped over to
China for additional modifications be-
fore they land in the European or Ameri-
can market as a final product. In the old
days of globalization, you didn’t have
this division and layering of labor and
production.

AS THE PANDEMIC OF 2020 HAS SO  
VIVIDLY REVEALED TO US…
That’s right. We have seen the way busi-
ness executives and consumers were
completely caught off guard when Chi-
na shut down parts of its economy and
ripped supply chains apart. Much of the
globalized economy is not visible at first.
That’s the subtle part. Globalization has
permeated our habits, even though it
might not always be obvious. Our con-
sumer behavior has changed, and so has
our culture.

SO WE SHOULDN’T LOOK AT GLOBALI-
ZATION PURELY FROM AN ECONOMIC
STANDPOINT.
Not exclusively. That is the conventional
use of the term because we mainly look
at products and services. But products
and services will both change cultural
habits. Right now, we are doing this in-
terview over Skype, a program from the
United States that has spread around
the world. Technology has an impact on
culture and can expand it: I am speaking
from America. You are sitting in Germa-
ny. We could speak just as easily with
people from Mongolia. We can see how
other countries work and think, what
makes them tick. I think human under-
standing and relationships have to grap-
ple with these forces.

“Globalization  
Is Entering Its  
Next Stage”
Veteran international investment and trade practitioner, Harry G.  
Broadman, is convinced the pandemic won’t reverse the course of  
globalization. An interview on how COVID-19 will alter the world’s  
system of network trade, business practices and cultural relationships.
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We can’t get the  
genie back inthe  
bottle.”

BUT ISN’T THAT MISLEADING AS WELL?  
WE THINK WE ARE MORE FAMILIAR  
WITH OTHER CULTURES THAN WE AC-
TUALLY ARE.
That’s correct. This is one of the side ef-
fects of globalization. It may give us a
false sense of knowledge and comfort.
Getting books, films or music from a
country isn’t the same as visiting it. Inci-
dentally, the reverse may be true: We
can develop a mistaken feeling of mis-
trust because we are too ready to be-
lieve things about other countries. Or
we equate a product with the popula-
tion living in the country and turn up our
noses because only cheap products sup-
posedly come from a particular country.
At the same time, we overlook the fact
that we’re actually the ones buying such
items.

CAN GLOBALIZATION BE TURNED  
BACK?
There are still people who think globali-
zation is a fad. It is not. Globalization is
not going to end. There has been criti-
cism of globalization and its outgrowths
in the discussions underway in the Unit-
ed States and Europe. The argument is
that we have globalized “too much.” Es-
pecially where China is concerned, and
our leaders will fashion policies to make
us “decouple” from China. I know of
many companies that trade with China
or have invested there, and I have my
doubts about the feasibility of govern-
ment–induced de-coupling of business’

operations. So-called “forced” de-cou-
pling won’t be easy. Nor may it actually
make sense economically. It ismyopic.

THE YEAR 2020 HAS TENDED TO  
STRENGTHEN THESE IDEAS.
Of course, it has. The pandemic is an as-
pect of a globally networked world. Al-
though the planet has seen the Plague
and other diseases, COVID-19 is proba-
bly the most widespread and compre-
hensive pandemic in world history. It
shows that we are all part of one world.
It’s not surprising that some people are
coming to the wrong conclusion: “See? If
we didn’t have a globalized world, this
pandemic wouldn’t have taken place.”
But it’s a misconception that the genie
can be put back in the bottle. I under-
stand the emotional response, but it’s
superficial.

HOW WILL THE PANDEMIC CHANGE  
OUR GLOBAL ECONOMY?
That depends on how quickly it is con-
tained. And how quickly we learn the
correct health lessons. Nobody wants to
shut the economy down, but we have
learned that will be the end result if we
respond too timidly beforehand. This
won’t be the last pandemic that we go
through. Perhaps it’s an indication that
we need to cooperate all the more close-
ly internationally on global problems.

DO YOU BELIEVE THAT THE NOTION OF
LOCAL PRODUCTION, THAT IS, “LOCAL-
IZATION,” WILL PREVAIL?
I don’t think COVID-19 is the end of glob-
alization. Supply chains are becoming
more complex, not less. Manufacturing
is – and will still be – global. Companies
seek to mitigate risks. Thus, when a sup-
ply chain breaks down, this will drive
them to establish even more diverse
supply chains. Many experts don’t seem
to grasp this.

SO BUSINESS MANAGERS ARE SMART-
ER THAN MANY A SELF-STYLED EXPERT?
There is a distinction between an emo-
tional response and a commercial calcu-
lation. A few months ago, U.S. President
Donald Trump, by Twitter, ordered Amer-
ican companies to “come home.” Irre-
spective of whether that’s good or bad
economic policy, many people don’t
seem to understand how complex the
web of business’ networks is today. Most
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You could say that  
climate change isa  
kind of pandemic  
for our ecosystem.”

people only see the end product. They
don’t realize the full backstory and the
intermediate steps.

IT WOULD AT LEAST BE A POSITIVE DE-
VELOPMENT IF THE PANDEMIC TAUGHT  
US ABOUT THIS, WOULDN’T IT?
I hope so. Politicians listen to the emo-
tions of the voters. That’s part of their
job. Right now, when voters say, “We
would like more locally grown food or
more locally produced goods,” you can
meet their desires. But if they suddenly
realize it’s more expensive, some will
look at it differently. I’m not being judg-
mental. It’s just a striking example of
why we should not make economic deci-
sions solely based on emotions. An entre-
preneur has to think in business terms.
“Are there enough customers who are
ready to pay the prices that I have to
charge?” If that’s the case, wonderful.

BUT THE DISCUSSIONS ABOUT  
“SUSTAINABILITY,” NOT TO MENTION  
CLIMATE CHANGE, SEEM TO HAVE  
MOVED INTO THE BACKGROUND.
Yes, and the question is: Why? It certain-
ly has something to do with the fact
that the danger of the COVID-19 pan-
demic is more visible and immediate,
and its consequences can be seen di-
rectly. By contrast, climate change lies
off in the future, its harmful effects are
incremental and a solution is much
more difficult. The countermeasures
against this particular disease are con-
crete: masks, physical distancing, and
hopefully a vaccine. Getting rid of green-

house gases seems more complicated to
many people, and the effect on individu-
al countries is far morelimited.

AT THE SAME TIME, BOTHCHALLENGES  
CAN HAVE A MAJOR IMPACT ON THE  
GLOBAL ECONOMY.
That’s right. You could say that climate
change is a kind of pandemic afflicting
our ecosystem. Global warming raises
costs for companies and for people. But
these costs tend to be more hidden.
That’s the problem. Not much will
change as long as no one feels they have
been immediately and directly affected.

BUT THERE ARE ARGUABLY  
COSTS ALREADY.
Yes. But they are only being felt very
slightly at this point, and people are
ready to accept them. But the costs will
rise exponentially. From this standpoint,
the consequences of climate change are
not really so different from those of a
pandemic. In an article I published in the
early 1980s, I made the case for higher
oil import duties to curb demand for pe-
troleum, the consumption of which gen-
erates hidden social costs. In many coun-
tries worldwide, and especially here in
the United States, the price of gasoline
does not truly reflect its full social costs.

IS ADDRESSING HIDDEN COSTS  
AN INVESTMENT IN THE FUTURE?
If we raise the price of certain energy
products today, we may be able to help
reduce the effect of climate change on
our children. Call it a generational
contract. And a globalization contract.
There are quite a number of countries –
including in Europe – where, because of
government tax policies, the price paid
for a unit of gasoline is already compara-
tively much higher today than in the U.S.
That’s a wise policy. As I mentioned, we
all live on the same planet. We have to
tackle global challenges together.
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